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Executive Summary 

The year’s development achievements are chronicled in D6.6.3 (Final Annual Review). This document 

evaluates the current state of the technology and recommends future technical directions.  

Particular attention was given to performance in the third period after a poor site showing at the 24-

month review.  The dire problems at review time were short-lived. The MySQL server issues that 

directly caused the unacceptable page load times were easily resolved.  Greater blame lay with the 

imprudently aggressive deployment and importation schedule that preceded the review, leaving no time 

for the MySQL problems to be identified and addressed in staging.  A new deployment procedure was 

implemented immediately. 

After stabilizing performance, the dev team began monitoring and managing performance with NewRelic, 

which helped identify several opportunities and measure the success of implemented solutions. Using 

NewRelic’s Apdex (Application Performance inDEX) score, we closely monitored deployments and 

ensured that WikiRate.org delivered admissible load times even as its database underwent massive 
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growth, key pages grew in sophistication, and traffic increased, including a spike to 5-6 times normal 

levels during PRME pilots in February. 

The two most significant recommendations for ensuring scalable, robust performance are view caching 

and a new multi-server architecture. View caching is very close to activation-ready. Stress tests with and 

without caching indicate that view caching will allow WikiRate to lower page load times and support 

much larger traffic loads.  With the decoupling of file and application server, the move to multi-server 

has no remaining architectural barriers, and the site’s now-ruby-heavy performance profile increasingly 

shows readiness to maximize the benefits of such a move.  Other performance recommendations 

include multi-record retrieval from cache store, front-end caching, and optimization of imports. 

With a clear performance and scaling plan, the Decko platform remains a strong architectural fit for 

WikiRate.org. The perceived risks of Decko’s small user base are offset by the larger RubyOnRails 

community within which Decko is nested.  Decko’s Model-Format-Set (MoFoS) architecture reworks  

Rails’ Model-View-Controller architecture, making transparent wiki collaboration patterns usable in a 

structured data context.  Automated code quality assessment via Code Climate suggests strong 

adherence to shared coding principles, though increased documentation efforts are recommended to 

make the codebase more available to new developers. 

Decko Commons and WikiRate eV remain in very healthy collaboration and are aligned not only in 

strategy, but also in purpose.  Decko Commons is deeply committed to the success of WikiRate, and 

does not perceive the site as merely a launchpad. That said, the launch of Decko 1.0 is needed to grow a 

larger Decko developer community, and it should be completed as planned in Fall, 2017. 

While development was clearly driven by user needs, the concretization of these needs into user 

scenarios diminished as a priority of the course of the project. With new clarity around audience and 

usage, a renewed energy should be brought to the development of user scenarios as key procedural 

tool. 

The WikiRate project has delivered a powerful and coherent website in WikiRate.org. There are further 

improvements needed to see the site reach its full potential.  This document offers tractable 

recommendations that could speed the technology toward that end. 
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Introduction 

The WikiRate Project’s development team is understandably proud of its productivity in year 3. It 

introduced compelling new functionality, in Projects, Research Groups, and Badges.  It made existing 

functionality – Companies, Metrics, Answers, Topics, etc. – more navigable and usable with new browse 

and search features.  It found, interpreted, organized, and imported great quantities of CSR data, and 

created user flows that have proven compelling for generating more.  And it has improved user 

experience with an engaging, coherent design, dramatically improved website performance, and better 

messaging integrations. 

There ends the back pat. In the 24-month review report, reviewers noted: 

A more critical and systematic approach for looking on the technical development of the project was 

expected from D7.7.5.  

This report aims to address that need. Whereas D6.6.3 (Final Development Review) is focused on 

presenting our work in the third period, along with rationale, this report aims primarily to identify 

opportunities for improvement. 

In evaluating the project from a wider scope, it was determined that D7.7.3 (Final Report on Project 

Objectives and Research on Collective Awareness platforms) was best positioned to present 

recommendations for new functionality. Here we focus instead on technical recommendations, including 

those for performance and scaling, platform and code structure enhancements, team and community 

development, and development process and procedures. 
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1 Performance and Scalability 

Performance took center stage in the third period, due to flagging performance at the end of year 2 and 

the prospect of imminent incremental traffic increases and dramatic data increases. 

We here describe the measures taken to restore WikiRate.org to healthy performance and ready it for 

near-term growth. Supporting the project’s long-term growth will require further improvements, 

recommendations for which are proposed in 2.3. 

1.1 Performance 

The WikiRate.org website performed very poorly at the 24-month review, with intolerable load times 

confounding the presentation and raising serious concern about the technology stack. The review 

Report’s “recommendations concerning future work” emphasized that: 

The technical work should be re-considered on the basis of an overarching architecture that is able to 

organize in different layers the functionality of the system. 

The site performance was inexcusable, the reviewers’ consternation justified, and the suggested 

measures reasonable. Increased attention to site performance has been of great benefit to the project 

and has resulted in much better performance monitoring and several significant platform upgrades, 

which are described in detail in D6.6.3 (Annual Development Review). 

The present evaluation will systematically cover concerns raised by reviewers in the context of this poor 

performance, including performance measurement (2.1.2), appropriateness of the Decko framework 

(3.1.2), and integrated system architecture (3.1.1).  

Before the more systematic review, we here briefly recount performance situation prior to, during, and 

after the review. This is warranted both because of the degree of concern about performance and 

because the technological issue that caused rapid, drastic decline in site performance in the days leading 

up to the review was quite narrow.  

1.1.1 Performance at 24-Month Review 

Primary blame for the website’s awful showing lies not with the architecture per se, but more with the 

rushed deployment process and inadequate performance monitoring that allowed the emergence of a 

database problem that bogged down an entire system. 

From a technological perspective, the painfully slow page loads stemmed from a MySQL server 

overwhelmed with slow queries, each of which lasted well over a minute.  The effects of these bad 
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queries were not limited to the pages that directly used them, though, naturally, their load times were 

abysmal. As users loaded and reloaded these pages in hopes of seeing results, the bad queries 

accumulated and turned MySQL into a server hog, eating up CPU and memory at a rate that further 

slowed down performance.  This led to a system-wide slow down that affected every page on the site. 

Once these queries were identified, they were rapidly addressed.  Some were rewritten, some broken 

into multiple queries, and others were solved through a MySQL upgrade (In one case, an improved 

MySQL join strategy reduced a query from over 50 seconds to well under a second).  The site was 

restored to usability within a week of the review, though, of course, usable is a low bar, and 

WikiRate.org aims for a fast, satisfying user experience, not just a tolerable one.  Further performance 

optimizations were deployed throughout the year, and all but a few pages boast satisfying load times 

(import pages are a notable exception; imports will require significant optimization to offer a highly 

satisfying experience). 

While the superficiality of the source of the performance duress largely exonerates the Decko platform, 

it simultaneously indicts the system administration team (and the author in particular) that hastily 

deployed problematic code in advance of the review while failing to put in place performance monitoring 

software so that such database issues could be rapidly diagnosed and addressed. 

The software changes deployed before the review were indeed significant if not foolhardy.  In D4.4.1, it 

was reported that: 

Support for [Researched] metrics was deployed to the live WikiRate.org site about two weeks prior to 

the delivery of this report.  The new functionality includes drag-and-drop metric voting, sourcing of all 

metric values, imports, and metric discussions.  We are currently in the process of integrating Metrics 

with other core WikiRate components, such as [Reviews], Topics, User Profiles, and the homepage.  We 

expect that before the midterm review all these integrations will have been deployed, and data will have 

been imported which demonstrate the strength and flexibility of both the Metrics Framework and the 

interface we have designed to navigate it.  

(Text in brackets indicates updated nomenclature). So, in short, having just deployed important new 

functionality, we would rush to implement and deploy further integrations of that functionality, all while 

importing unprecedented amounts to the system.  

It was recognized at the time that this was an extremely ambitious deployment schedule, particularly 

combined with the accelerated imports.  It was also recognized that there would likely be a performance 

impact from this approach, though the impact was grossly underestimated. The rationale, at the time, 

was that we were presenting the site as a “beta” site and needed the data and functionality rapidly 

deployed to support the cultivation of important partnerships, not to mention to give a full showing of 

project efforts to reviewers. 
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In short, the project was still embracing incautious early-beta deployment practices even when it was 

clearly time to move to more a conservative late-beta strategy. As will be discussed in section 4.5, the 

team quickly implemented a more prudent deployment procedure that befitted its increased use and 

visibility. 

Based on the poor performance, the reviewers requested a specific action: 

Within 2-3 months a decision should be made whether to stay on the Wagn platform or, in the worst case, to 

migrate the content to another wiki-platform that has a proven track record 

On March 15, 2016, two months after receipt of the review report, the consortium sent a 5-page report 

to the project officers detailing the problems identified and solved. The co-signed cover letter explained: 

We hope you will be pleased with the drastic performance improvements since the review. Many pages 

are loading 20-50 times faster now; our average server response time for the past week, for example, 

was just 190ms (Apdex: 0.97).  The attached letter details (a) how these improvements were achieved 

and (b) how we’ll ensure smooth scaling from here. Given this progress, we have decided as a 

consortium that Wagn/Decko is still the optimal platform for WikiRate to achieve its objectives. 

 The Decko platform and its appropriateness for WikiRate are considered in further detail in section 3.1 

1.1.2 Performance Since 

Performance was not well benchmarked at the interim review.  D7.7.5 reported that 

Server load averages at the time of writing indicate that the server could sustain about 20-25 times 

current load. 

This very crude measure of capacity was based on casually surveyed server load averages, which 

hovered at just under 0.20.  With a Quad-Core (Intel® Core i7-4770) processor, full load would be 4.0, 

and 4.0 / < 20 = 20-25. 

While crude, server load clearly captured the duress at the time of the review, which had soared from 

0.20 to around 20. A server at 5x capacity is clearly in crisis. 

By this measure, WikiRate’s servers are today in better health even than in the period prior to the 

rushed pre-review deployments and imports.  Despite increased traffic and dramatically more data, 

WikiRate’s server load rarely exceeds 0.10, except during major imports, at which times it still remains 

comfortably within its capacity. 
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After the review, however, WikiRate moved beyond such crude measures and began using NewRelic, an 

application performance monitoring and management platform that has become central to our 

development process. 

D6.6.3 (Final Development Review) presents several specific optimizations implemented and deployed in 

Y3, including: 

 Reduction of Memcached SET calls 

 Removal of MySQL-based Session handling 

 Upgraded card fetching 

 Card actions without transactions 

 Delayed job handling 

 Lookup tables 

D6.6.3 includes NewRelic visualizations for the first two solutions above that show immediate and 

drastic improvement.  Some of these solutions removed sources of sporadic spikes, and others 

addressed subtle performance problems that only registered clearly on NewRelic over a longer time 

frame.  But all of the above were clearly demonstrated to improve performance, as measured by the 

Apdex (Application Performance inDEX) score.  

Apdex, in short, is a measure of user satisfaction based on the proportion of responses delivered in a 

“satisfying”, “tolerable”, or “frustrating” amount of time.  For present purposes we will use the default 

settings of our current performance monitoring platform, New Relic (newrelic.com), where a server 

response of under ½ second is satisfying, a response between ½ second and 2 seconds is tolerable, and a 

response of over 2 seconds is frustrating. 

Apdex scores range from 0 to 1; a score of 1 indicates that every single request is satisfying.  New Relic 

considers an Apdex of less than 0.85 to be a non-critical problem and a score of less than 0.7 to be a 

critical problem. While we only began taking formal Apdex measurements in February, we estimate that 

the Apdex score at the time of the review was 0.2 or lower, given that the vast majority of responses 

were, as reviewers noted, frustrating.  In our message to project officers in March, we happily reported 

that WikiRate.org’s Apdex score had improved to 0.97. 

As noted, the Apdex score registered benefits upon deployment of each of the above listed 

performance improvements.  At the same time, downward pressure was exerted by ongoing 

deployment of sophisticated functionality (sorting and filtering, Projects, Calculated Metrics, gamification, 

etc) combined with data imports that grew our database to over 1.2 million cards.  By mid March, our 

Apdex was hovering at around 0.9. 
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Then, to welcome Spring, we introduced a slam-dunk performance improvement: remote file handling. 

But it actually caused the Apdex to dip considerably. The March 21 deployment took place just before 

the trend line in the graph below first dipped into yellow. 

 

Figure 1 WikiRate Apdex, Feb 7 - May 5, a counterintuitive dip 

 

This merits some explanation.  

Since the very first consortium meetings, we have anticipated a move to a multi-server architecture in 

advance of traffic and data demands that exceed the capacity of our current single server. As noted in 

D6.6.3, the largest architectural barrier to making such a move was the fact that file service and 

application service had been bound together by Decko’s document permission checking. While pivotal 

to some pre-WikiRate Decko use cases, WikiRate has no need for this expensive functionality, which 

required that Decko perform card-based permission checks on every file and image (before using X-

sendfile to restore file service responsibilities to Apache).   In period three, this problem was resolved: 

remote file storage was made configurable, and WikiRate.org moved its file service to cloud provision. 

This could only benefit performance; files are served faster without permission checks, and Decko was 

free to devote resources previously allotted to permission-checking responsibilities to better purposes.  

And yet the Apdex dropped. 

We soon recognized the reason: by routing file requests to Decko, we were creating a slew of very 

simple, very fast, and (in Apdex terms) very satisfying requests that artificially improved our Apdex 

score. Moving static files to a remote server revealed that the 0.97 Apdex reported was sanguine.  We 

now consider Apdex scores registered prior to the deployment of new file handling to have been 

artificially inflated, and thus of little use for benchmarking against future progress.  
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Our post-deployment scores, which we see as valid benchmarks, have hovered around 0.85, the 

boundary between what NewRelic considers “fair” and “good”.  As a qualitative score, this gels with 

anecdotal user experience.  WikiRate pages are complex and engaging, enough so that waiting a second 

for a page is not painful.  But the page loads need to be faster to be considered very good or great. The 

more phlegmatic assessment of our current situation is that, while our server is quite healthy, and 

painful load times are rare, our page loads can and should be improved. 

The 24-month review report cautioned, “caching is not the castor oil”. Indeed, it was not.  Caching 

would have done little to improve the initial load times made dreadful at the 24-month review by a 

database server in distress, particularly since the queries in question were not easily cached.  Nor would 

it have obviated the many performance optimizations successfully implemented in year 3.  

However, it is the judgment of this evaluation that caching – specifically view caching – is now just the oil 

we need.  Initial load times are admissible, good enough for a respectable Apdex even with almost no 

view caching, our current status (see 2.3.1).  We forecast that view caching could reduce average server 

response times from around 500ms to around 125ms, and restore the Apdex score to excellent (0.95+) 

levels, this time fully earned. 

Evidence for the promise of view caching is presented in section 2.2.1, in which stress tests indicate that 

our home page (which is cached) scales dramatically better than pages that aren’t. 

1.2 Scalability 

Our engagement plan, explained in most detail in D8.8.5, involves initial prioritization of collaborative 

research use cases, supported by gradual introduction of Calculated Metrics, Company Inquiries (direct 

engagement of corporate representatives on WikiRate.org), and CoLabs (independent WikiRate-

compatible research sites) in 2017-18.  All of these functionalities are expected to be associated with 

incremental growth, and have low potential for large-scale public engagement. 

In 2019, however, we project the introduction of Insights/Sightings, data visualizations that will be 

designed for sharing data findings of broader interest.  The Engagement plan graphic below shows 

considerable growth in engagement in 2020 based on these tools.  But it should be underscored that 

these projections are contributor projections and do not encompass the more passive data consumer 

traffic that could be driven by successful Insight-based campaigns. 

In short, massive growth is not imminent, but it is planned, and WikiRate.org is not, in its current state, 

prepared for dramatic scaling. 
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Figure 2 WikiRate.org Contributor Engagement Plan 
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That said, WikiRate.org appears to be quite comfortably capable of serving its current and near-term 

demands. 

The sternest real-world test to date was the spate of pilot PRME projects run in February, which 

impelled a five-to-six fold increase in weekly page views (with daily spikes considerably higher) 

 

Figure 3 WikiRate.org page views, Jan-Mar 2017 

Despite the fact that these views involved a higher-than-usual percentage of transactional requests 

(create, update, delete), as they were connected to research projects, server performance was robust 

throughout the month.  February posted an Apdex score of 0.93 (pre-remote-file-deployment) and was 

actually stronger than average early in the month when the traffic was highest. 

 

Figure 4 WikiRate.org Apdex, February 2017 

True traffic spikes, however, can involve several orders of magnitude.  To test WikiRate’s performance 

in such situations, we have begun stress tests on the staging server, which is kept as close in 

configuration as possible to the live server. 

To date we have employed two different tools for stress testing: Loader (http://loader.io) and flood 

(http://flood.io). 

The following Loader diagram shows the results of 2000 homepage requests in a minute. This comprises 

two orders of magnitude more than our average of around 20.  After some initial lag for populating the 

card cache (a lower level cache than the view cache which optimizes access to individual cards), the 

server settles into a pattern of delivering homepage results in under a second.  
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Figure 5 Loader stress test, Home page, 2000 rpm 

Homepages are unusual, however, in that they are the only WikiRate page that currently uses view 

caching (See 2.3.1). Metric pages, by contrast, currently have no view caching, and thus their 

performance deteriorates much more rapidly.  The following shows a Loader run with 1000 concurrent 

users in which steady metric page requests get slower and slower until they start registering timeouts 

and server errors, eventually causing the 1-minute test to abort after 36 seconds. 

 

Figure 6 Loader stress test, Metric, no caching 
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Running the same test with our (not-yet-activated) view caching turned on yields a very different result. 

After an initial cache-populating spike, response times (server + network) settle in well under a second 

and there are no timeouts or server errors. 

 

Figure 7 Loader stress test, Metric page, with caching 

This is a persuasive argument for the potential impact of view caching.  The first shows 360 requests in 

rapid succession hobbling a server.  The second is a picture of health. 

Flood demonstrates the current situation (no view caching) with more nuance.  The following test run 

ramps up from 10 to 100 concurrent users, adding 10 more every 5 seconds.  The test run cycles 

through four pages: the Home page, and sample Company, Topic, and Metric pages.  So this simulates a 

mixture of important (albeit contrived) pages being heavily requested. 
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Figure 8 Flood.io stress test, composite 

Unlike real users, these “flood” users register a new request the moment a request is answered. So 100 

flood users produce the same request rate as 1000 concurrent users who read each page for an average 

of 10 seconds. The blue line in the composite view suggests a fairly linear increase in load time, but this 

view masks a more nuanced effect.  Consider the following view, which isolates the Homepage 

performance. 

 

Figure 9 Flood, stress test Homepage 
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The blue line remains quite flat for the first 30 seconds, and though the angle looks deceptively similar 

to the first graph when the increase begins, the load time reaches about 8 seconds at the end of the 

minute. 

Compare this to the Company page’s performance in this scenario. 

 

Figure 10 Flood stress test, Company page 

Although the initial load times are very close to the Homepage, they steadily increase to over 12 

seconds.  The Metric and Topic pages have similar patterns. 

Our interpretation of this data is that as the pages compete for shared resources, it drives load times up 

further and further, even as the number of concurrent users level off.  We expect that view caching 

would reduce the resource demand and support a much greater number of concurrent users, even 

prior to the implementation of a multi-server architecture.  Further stress tests support this idea, in that 

homepage-only tests support many more concurrent users without evidence of overwhelm. 

To date, our tests of data scalability have not involved such elegant tools.  Our pattern has been to run 

major imports on the staging server and test the performance impacts using NewRelic. This is a healthy 

pattern, but as will be suggested in the ensuing section, additional measures are warranted. 
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1.3 Recommendations 

1.3.1 View Caching 

WikiRate actually has less view caching now than it did at the time of the 24-month review. The old 

system was a crude prototype, and was fully cleared with any card edit. The system was another force 

that artificially inflated the Apdex score; page loads were very fast in tranquil times, but this masked the 

potential for slogging when many users were editing at once. 

As described in D6.6.3, a far more elegant and powerful view caching system was designed and 

implemented in period three. It involved a significant API change that clarified Decko view declarations. 

But, while the code has been deployed, the caching has not yet been activated, because it does not yet 

properly handle contextual names, which need to be refactored as views in order for the view caching 

to have its intended effect.  It was hoped to have the new caching system deployed in time for the final 

review, but, duly chastened by experience, we thought it prudent not to rush things. 

Once deployed, the new view caching system will allow some chunks of a page to be cached and others 

to be generated dynamically, as is appropriate.  As a simple example, most of the navigation menu 

present on every WikiRate page should be cached as a view, but the portion on the right with account 

links (current user, sign out, etc) should be different for each user. 

We recommend deploying the new view caching infrastructure this summer after an extended closely-

monitor testing period on the staging server. 

1.3.2 Multi-Server Architecture 

The 24-month review report included a strong recommendation to move to a multi-server architecture. 

We agree that such a move must be central to a long-term scaling and performance plan. However, 

given current levels of data and traffic, the amount of work involved, and the opportunity cost of taking 

resources away from the vital functionality and optimizations developed in period three, such a move 

would have been premature. 

Clearly the multi-server move must be made well before the introduction of Insights, which have the 

capacity to compel sudden dramatic traffic increases. But it would wise to consider making the move 

quite a bit sooner to give adequate time to work out any wrinkles.  With the deployment of remote file 

service, there are not remaining architectural barriers that must be completed prior to the move. 

However it is recommended that view caching be fully activated before the move, so that the 

implementation can be optimized around the balance of resource usage, which view caching is highly like 

to shift. 
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The following diagram represents a possible starting configuration. Note the suggestion to consider 

replacing Memcached. WikiRate should, at a minimum, research opportunities to exploit Redis’ more 

nuanced data model in service of caching optimizations. 

 

Figure 11 multi-server schema 

As the diagram suggests, the most easily scaled components of a multi-server architecture are typically 

the application servers (here Decko).  Distributed cache brokers (eg Redis) and distributed SQL 

database servers are considerably more complicated, primarily for the reason that they are each 

responsible for a form of state maintenance that is difficult to share among servers without efficiency 

loss. 

The systems best prepared to reap significant scaling benefits from a multi-server architecture, then, are 

those with an application load heavy enough to distribute.  If, for example, 90% of your load were in 

MySQL, then MySQL would likely be the main scaling bottle neck, even if you had 20 application servers. 
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We did not have NewRelic performance profiling at the last review, but 90% would be a conservative 

estimate of the server load during the duress period; multiple servers would not have solved the 

problem. 

WikiRate’s performance profile has, however, moved convincingly in the direction of one well suited to 

the kind architecture proposed above.  Here is a view of WikiRate’s web transaction times in the last 

hour at the time of writing: 

 

Figure 12 NewRelic, sample web transactions time 

  

The thick blue “Ruby” band indicates processing time that could be distributed among Decko servers. 

While view caching could reduce Ruby, Memcached, and MySQL usage considerably (since all are 

involved in generating views), it is not expected that the proportions would change dramatically. In any 

case, we recommend that particular focus be given to reducing the two “database” bands, because 

should dramatic scaling needs arise, they are the hardest to solve with hardware. 

In cache stores, the most promising opportunity is increased usage of multi-record retrieval 

(Memcached’s getMulti or Redis’ MGET) and recording (setMulti or MSET respectively).  

In the case of MySQL, while the most problematic queries have been addressed, continued use of 

NewRelic to identify and optimize slower queries will continue to improve the site’s scalability. 
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1.3.3 Front-end caching 

Serious consideration should be given to extending the view caching framework to support Varnish 

Cache (https://varnish-cache.org), an extremely fast mechanism best suited for caching content that 

seldom changes.  Because Decko’s view caching is already centered around stubs that contain the 

parameters of dynamic content, it may be possible to create a mechanism by which page framing is 

delivered with remarkable speed, and then stubbed portions of the page are replaced through javascript 

calls.  This could prove a remarkably speedy approach. 

1.3.4 Standardized Benchmarking 

NewRelic provides strong out-of-the box performance benchmarking. Despite the Apdex score 

inflations discussed in 2.1.2, they have generally proven a very helpful tool for comparing performance 

over time. 

However, more perspectives are needed. Recording the results of Flood and/or Loader stress tests as 

benchmarks could provide a helpful view of changes in traffic scalability readiness over time.  And similar 

views are needed to show gains or losses in data scalability.  Regular samples of all benchmarks should 

be organized into a shared dashboard to provide a strong high-level view of performance and scaling 

progress. 

1.3.5 Optimize Imports 

Metric Answer and Source imports are too slow.  Because there are, at present, an admin function, 

their usage is bound, and they are not a particular concern in terms of overall system performance. But 

they will need to be much faster before they can be offered up for broader usage, and even in their 

administrative function, greater usability could be of benefit to the project. 

The preliminary diagnosis is that imports perform too many operations on a card-by-card basis that 

could be made more efficient if performed in bulk. It is quite likely that general solutions to this problem 

would be applicable to other bulk actions, such as migrations and maintenance operations. 
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2 Platform 

The Decko 1.0 release is now slated for Fall, 2017. At that time we will complete the rebranding from 

Wagn to Decko.  While the name “Wagn” is still the primary name in many significant places, such as the 

platform’s primary website and GitHub repository, we decided to use the name “Decko” exclusively in 

reporting to minimize confusion and to make it more explicit the relationship with Decko Commons, 

which is discussed as an entity in section 5. 

2.1 Appropriateness 

WikiRate’s choice of Decko as a platform has had some skeptics, even beyond the poor performance at 

the 24-month review, after which reviewers mentioned: 

As already mentioned in previous reviews the choice for a platform with a small user base such as Wagn 

is a risky one. 

This evaluation is the work of the team behind Decko, and we should acknowledge our bias. We should 

also provide context that is useful in assessing both the costs and benefits of the platform choice. 

To begin, Decko is a descendant of RubyOnRails, both in the conceptual sense, and in the more relevant 

technical one; Decko (and thus WikiRate) both directly use RubyOnRails code.  When deploying a 

Decko app, one must install a wagn gem that has rails as a runtime requirement, which is made explicit 

on its main rubygems page (https://rubygems.org/gems/wagn/). 

Decko uses many of the same building blocks as Rails but within a different architectural framework. 

Rails is an implementation of the Model-View-Controller framework.  Its primary data concept is that 

data structures are implemented as models.  Controllers perform actions on models and render views of 

them.  If WikiRate were implemented directly in Rails, Companies would be a model, Metrics another, 

Topics a third, and so forth. 

Decko is pioneering a new architectural model, which it terms MoFoS, short for Model-Format-Set. The 

most dramatic difference is that there is only one model, which Decko implements as “Card”. In 

creating new functionality, Decko developers do not create new models; they subdivided the Card 

model into new configurable Sets.  One variety of Set is the Cardtype. WikiRate implements Companies, 

Metrics, and Topics (among other concepts) as Cardtypes, making, for example, “all Companies cards” a 

configurable set to which Rules can apply. 

The fact that Decko descends from Rails mitigates some of the risks associated with a new platform: 

https://rubygems.org/gems/wagn/
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 Decko does not need to develop or support its own middleware. It simply uses the proven Rails 

components, which are maintained by a large, strong developer community.  

 Developers can often use Rails modules to extend Decko functionality. Delayed jobs and remote file 

handling, for example, were implemented rapidly in period 3, thanks to the availability of Rails 

modules. 

 Decko follows many Rails coding conventions, unless there is a good reason not to. This lowers the 

barrier to entry for experienced Rails developers, of which there are many, making it easier to 

expand the development team and limiting the dependency upon the current developer team.  

 The Decko codebase is and can remain small. Because the Rails community maintains so much of the 

low-level code on which Decko depends, the costs associated with maintaining and cultivating the 

platform, even with a limited user base, are quite tractable. 

 

This final point is easy to quantify. The following Decko report was generated using a code-counting tool 

called cloc, and shows that the code composition of the Decko gem. This count eliminates externally 

developed javascript libraries, autogenerated docs, etc. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Language                     files          blank        comment           code 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Ruby                           643           5733           4055          34435 

YAML                            22            157            623           1320 

Javascript                       8            202            122           1236 

SASS                             2            234              2           1204 

CoffeeScript                    12            166            129            786 

HTML                            14            257              0            594 

CSS                              5             47             19            561 

SQL                              1             50             72            237 

ERB                              7             14              0             98 

Bourne Shell                     3              5             17             66 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

SUM:                           717           6865           5039          40537 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Figure 13 Decko code counts 

Comparable counts for the aggregate Rails libraries would be several times this, and Rails itself on other 

libraries maintained by the Ruby community (rake, thor, etc). 

These counts are expected to go down considerably as the wagn codebase currently contains mods 

(short for modules or modifications) which we expect to release as gems, following the rails pattern. 

For example, plug-in support for various text editors (TinyMCE, ACE, and ProseMirror) is, while 

implemented as mods, still bundled the wagn gem.  Over half of the current code (23K lines) is currently 

in mods. Another 6K or so lines of code are devoted to testing the framework.   

For context consider the following counts of lines of code for the WikiRate repository: 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Language                     files          blank        comment           code 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Ruby                           599           3906           2028          24378 

SASS                            29            733            305           6434 

XML                              7              0              0           1232 

CoffeeScript                    17            153            312           1009 

JSON                            25              1              0            733 

YAML                             7              2              2            378 

Haml                            18              7              9            356 

Javascript                       3             11            208             70 

CSS                              1             35             18             34 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

SUM:                           706           4848           2882          34624 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Figure 14 WikiRate code count 

 

WikiRate is quite comparable in code size to the Decko platform. In itself, this does not offer great 

insights, but it does suggest a certain nesting of the developer community.  The WikiRate development 

team works within a broader Decko context, the Decko community within a broader Rails context, and 

so forth.  This may salve concerns that Decko is a rogue new technology. 

One might fairly ask why WikiRate should not be directly implemented directly in Rails rather than 

Decko.  The answer is that is precisely the ways in which Decko reframes Rails components that make 

it so appropriate for WikiRate. 

As explained, the MoFoS architecture is built around the notion of a single model, organized into sets. In 

Decko’s realization of the architecture, the model (Card) is endowed with wiki properties: revision 

histories, unique names, tracked links, etc.  (The original name “Wagn” was based on a contraction of 

“Wiki tagging”.) Cards can then be used as building blocks of complex web systems. 

WikiRate was conceived of a way to bring a wiki approach to building quantitative corporate ratings. 

The fit was immediate. In fact, before Wagn was abstracted into a general purpose tool, it was created 

for a single website whose purpose closely mirrored WikiRate’s: creating patterned articles about 

companies.  

Transparency, WikiRate’s calling card, is structured deeply into Decko. Every answer, citation, 

methodology, topic tagging, discussion, and so on automatically has a traversable history and is 

independently linkable. Having to develop such functionality in Rails, for example, would have 

considerably slowed WikiRate development. 
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Even more than from out-of-the-box functionality, however, WikiRate’s has benefited from Wagn’s 

strength in rapid prototyping.  Over the grant’s course, WikiRate’s key development scenarios evolved 

rapidly. While it would have been preferable for more durable scenarios to have been developed earlier 

(see section 4.2), Decko was able to adapt to the project’s needs, and supported, over the course of the 

project, many rapid iterations. These included the occasional development of supplemental systems 

(Tickets, Campaigns, Tasks, etc) that required no original code – only card rules configured in the 

browser. 

Nonetheless, it certainly remains the case that broader uptake of the Decko platform would be to 

WikiRate’s benefit.  This is discussed in section 4. 

Also, while many of the performance problems proved shallow, the architecture was clearly implicated 

in the database complexity that required the implementation of lookup tables.  Specifically, the “one 

model” solution can lead to self-joins, which can become costly at scale (and may require optimization 

through lookup tables).  Card Queries are built to traverse relationships between cards.  The number of 

companies connected to a topic, for example can be expressed by the number of Company cards who 

are part of an Answer card that responds to a Metric card that’s tagged by a Topic card.  That kind of 

query is actually quite quick at 10K records but can bog down a server at 1M records, thanks to the 

database engine’s strategy of creating duplicate tables in memory.  

WikiRate’s lookup tables have proven a robust answer to this challenge. We recommend that Decko 

further generalize this functionality so that lookup tables can be more broadly applied.  We also 

recommend that WikiRate look for opportunities to condense Answer representation into fewer cards 

to slow the growth of the cards table. 

2.2 Code Quality 

The Ruby community has developed strong tools for assessing code quality, including scoring of 

adherence to style policies (spacing, line length, etc), method complexity, and code organization (eg, 

maximum lines of code). 

In year 3 we began using Code Climate, which integrates with GitHub. All pull requests to Decko and 

WikiRate GitHub repositories are automatically reviewed by Code Climate, which grades the tools 

based on their adherence to code policies. The grades are on a 4 point scale; 4.0 is a perfect score. 

At present, Decko has a GPA (grade point average) of 3.58. The graphic below the file count below 

indicates the number of files with an A (green), B (yellow-green), C (yellow), D (orange), and F (red) 

grade.  (Note, the discrepancy in the file count here and the table above stem from discrepancies in the 

cloc and Code Climate configuration of files to exclude.  These could and should be aligned in the 

future). 
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Figure 15 Code Climate score, Decko 

 

The high issues count stems from violations of our file-length policy, which limits ruby Classes to 100 

lines of code.  The Subcards file is our most egregious violation at 100 lines. 

 

Figure 16 Code Climate Issue 

  

Decko’s eighteen most costly violations involve Classes and Modules with “too many lines”. They are 

followed in rank by suggested method simplifications. While it is possible to grow too devout in 

adherence to somewhat arbitrary policies, these automated metrics have been very helpful in making 

our code more uniform and readable, both of which support more efficient coding and ultimately the 

cultivation of a healthy developer community.  

WikiRate’s score is even higher at 3.83, and reflects considerable effort in code reorganization in the 

past year.  (It sat at 3.1 last April). 
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The greatest opportunity for code improvement is in documentation aimed at making Decko code more 

approachable to developers.  Considerable strides were made in this third period. Most major classes 

have introductory text, and the Yardoc-generated documentation is available online at 

http://www.rubydoc.info/gems/card/1.19.6. 

Still, there are still important methods that merit deeper clarification and further tagging through Yardoc 

metadata. 

2.3 RESTful Web API  

WikiRate will need to make much greater use of it RESTful Web API.  The stronger it grows as an 

aggregator of CSR metrics, the greater its potential application as a distributor 

New CSV and JSON views were created this year. They should be integrated into standard search 

results, along with easy access to API documentation. 

  

http://www.rubydoc.info/gems/card/1.19.6
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3 Team and Community 

WikiRate depends on Decko.  WikiRate eV and Decko Commons depend on each other. The reviewers 

mentioned this after the 24-month review: 

The symbiotic relationship between [Decko] and Wikirate needs further scrutiny.  

While the mutual benefit of the cooperation was organized, there were questions about  

As stated in D6.6.2, the ultimate goal of Wagn is a marketing push for its new release Decko, not so 

much the use of the WikiRate platform per se. 

We speculate that this conclusion was gleaned from D6.6.2 from the WikiRate Development Plan table, 

which tabulated WikiRate (website) priorities alongside Decko (platform) priorities. This warrants two 

clarifications. The first is that Decko Commons worked and works on priorities on both sides of the 

table; the original notion that one team would work on the platform while another works on 

configuration has simply not played out.  Cambridge commits Decko platform improvements, and 

Decko Commons works extensively on WikiRate code. 

The following graph shows commits to the WikiRate repository on GitHub; the two contributors on 

the left are from Decko Commons, the rightmost two from Cambridge. 

 

Figure 17 WikiRate GitHub repository contributions 
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The graph understates the contributions of Srivigneshwar Prasad (srivig) of Cambridge, who, as a UX 

developer, concentrates much of his efforts on design products that are not directly committed to 

GitHub. It does not overstate the heroic contributions of Philipp Kühl (xithan). 

The second clarification is that Decko Commons and its predecessor Grass Commons were not 

created out of a purely technological impetus. Both are aligned in purpose with WikiRate eV. 

Grass Commons was formed as a “public education” charity. Prior to its work on Wagn/Decko, it 

supported efforts to integrate research data from the socially responsible investment community with 

product data from Amazon.com.  The prohibitive limitations of working with proprietary data drove the 

organizations initial interest in wiki technology. 

Decko Commons was formed in Germany in 2014, and its initial team moved directly from Grass 

Commons.  Its mission, as presented in D8.8.6, is 

 to support the development, distribution, and adoption of the free and open-source Decko framework, 

 to foster a productive community of Decko experts, and 

 to facilitate Decko’s application to projects advancing transparency 

In short, Decko Commons is deeply committed to the success of WikiRate, and this commitment will 

not end with the completion of a grant or the release of Decko 1.0. 

That said, Decko 1.0 should and will be a priority in coming months. Decko needs more organized 

messaging and attention to discoverability. Until those things are in place, Decko Commons has more to 

lose than gain from attention, and thus the broader adoption that could drive increased open source 

contributions is on hold. 

In the context of team discussion, we also recommend that WikiRate and Decko Commons discuss 

options for strengthening the team’s system administration resources. Decko Commons is far more 

experienced with software development than sys admin, but the engagement plan implies that greater 

administration expertise, at a minimum on a consultation basis, would be prudent. 
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4 Process and Tools 

 

4.1 User Scenarios 

The project began in 2013 with a strong commitment to the integration of formalized user scenarios 

backed by well-researched personas. The scenarios were expected to explore situations in which site 

visitors might contribute to wiki articles about companies’ performance on CSR topics.  Despite 

focusing on that proposition for the grant’s first year, the team never managed to create strong 

scenarios grounded in personas that reflected readily identifiable target markets.  

It is now easy to see this as a failure of framing rather than of scenarios as a process tool. Jumping into 

editing open-ended articles about companies is hard, even with the intervening “Notes” steps our 

scenarios suggested. But at the time, frustrations with the gap between the scenes described in writing 

and those witnessed on the site led to disenchantment with scenarios as a tool. 

Now that target audiences are well known and a baseline of usage practices are established, the project 

should re-establish scenarios as a central coordination tool. 

It should be noted that, in the absence of scenarios buy-in from the broader team, Cambridge’s Richard 

Mills has steadily provided the clarity and cohesion that we had hoped scenarios would offer. In constant 

dialogue with researchers interested in the tool, deeply intimate with the data, and one of the 

conceptual thought leaders in all aspects of the project, Dr. Mills has provided constant and vital 

translation from need to functionality.  We recommend that WikiRate eV and Decko Commons take all 

possible measures to secure his continued involvement in the process. 

4.2 Design and Development 

The development team uses Pivotal Tracker as a primary organizing tool. Too often stories, which 

should be written from a user perspective, are written as developer objectives.  In keeping with the 

aforementioned recommitment to scenarios, the dev team should recommit to the Pivotal Tracker 

model, and see that stories and scenarios are directly aligned. 

Other recommendations for design and development: 

 As soon as possible, the team should hire another developer.  We are understaffed for the 

project’s long-term goals. 
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 The entire dev team should commit to RubyMine as a primary development environment.  The 

initial experimentation with the tool has been quite successful, and it will facilitate collaboration 

for everyone to use the shared tool.  (The author has been a bit of a laggard). 

 Participation in developer events should increate. 

 The periodic “work retreats” were tremendously generative and should be continued, with or 

without grant funding. 

 More effort should be made to connect with non-WikiRate Decko developers 

4.3 Testing 

The team has made continuous integration with Semaphore (https://semaphoreci.com) a central part of 

its development process.  Typically pull requests are not reviewed until all its tests are passing, and few 

behaviors are more roundly censured than breaking the master branch. 

 

Figure 18 Semaphore branches 

The most significant recommendations are (1) that the team make use of new Code Climate 

functionality that supports integration of measures of test coverage into grading and (2) that cucumbers 

(feature driven tests) closely track scenarios (see 5.1). 

4.4 Deployment and Monitoring 

As discussed in section 2.1.1, deployment practices bear the brunt of the blame for the poor 

performance at the 24-month review. They have grown more cautious and formalized.  They should 

only grow more so as the site grows. 

That said, the project should not move away from its practice of frequent deployments. It should instead 

seek strategies for breaking up functionality further, so that new low-level code is often deployed in 

advance of its application, such that any unintended consequences are more readily identified and fixed. 

Monitoring should factor deeply in the deployment process, and NewRelic should become more deeply 

integral to deployment, to ensure that performance bugs not be slowly introduced. 
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Also, effort should be made to reduce monitoring noise. Current bug reporting contains many issues 

that do not require urgent attention, such as minor rendering errors found on pages only ever reached 

by search engine bots.  While the bugs themselves are not urgent, it is important to make sure these 

issues do not cause an indifference to monitor messaging that could eventually lead to an 

underwhelming reaction to a genuine problem. 

 

5 Conclusion 

WikiRate.org is now admirably handling its current data, traffic, and use cases, but all three will soon 

expand. 

Stress tests suggest that there is some cushion for data and traffic growth, but view caching should be 

activated promptly, and the move to a multi-server architecture should be made well before traffic 

spikes are imminent. 

New and expanded use cases should be rigorously written up as user scenarios, which should be re-

embraced as a central process tool that capture the nuances of the growing community as WikiRate.org 

works to enable unprecedented corporate transparency. 

 


